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P*zer to Seek Emergency Approval for COVID Vaccine for Kids Under 5: Report
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

I’m sure you’re aware of the massive catastrophe we have with children under 5 dropping ill like

:ies from COVID, as this is the justiAcation PAzer is using to get an Emergency Use Authorization

(EUA) so they can jab these defenseless and innocent children. No? Me, neither.

Despite conclusive evidence that young children have virtually no risk of severe complications or

death from COVID-19, PAzer is hustling to get our infants and toddlers injected with their

experimental gene transfer technology.

February 1, 2022, PAzer/BioNTech asked the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to grant

emergency use authorization (EUA) for their COVID shot to babies and children aged 6 months

through 4 years.

In mid-December 2021, PAzer admitted that two injections, at one-tenth the adult dose, failed to

produce an adequate immune response in 2- to 4-year-olds. They’re now experimenting to see if

three doses will produce adequate results in that age group. In the meantime, the EUA will be for

a two-dose regimen, with the possibility of extending it to a third dose.

As reported by The New York Times,  were PAzer to wait until the triple-dose experiment is

completed, the EUA request would not be possible until late March 2022, and federal o]cials are

reportedly “anxious to begin a vaccination program for the youngest children because the studies

showed there were no safety concerns with two doses.”

In other words, they apparently don’t care whether the shots are effective or not. They claim the

shots are “safe,” so it’s OK to inject young children even though they might not gain any beneAt.

Does that make any sense?

“ A number of medical experts, scientists and
published studies have warned the COVID shots
can reprogram your immune system to respond in
a dysfunctional manner. Is it really wise to expose
babies and toddlers to such risks?”

According to MSN:

“[P$zer] and its partner BioNTech said that the submission was at the request of the FDA,

which is an unusual move. Quickly after the announcement, the FDA scheduled a meeting

of its vaccine advisory committee for Feb. 15 to discuss the application.

Allowing P$zer to submit the request now means that, if authorized, ‘parents will have the

opportunity to begin a COVID-19 vaccination series for their children while awaiting

potential authorization of a third dose,’ according to P$zer CEO Albert Bourla. Data on the

third dose will be submitted to the FDA ‘in the coming months,’ the company said.”

COVID Shots Shown to Destroy Immune Function

The list of concerns is a long one. We’ve already seen that PAzer’s own data reveal there are

serious problems with the shots, and real-world data conArming worst fears are mounting by the

day.

A number of medical experts, scientists and published studies have warned the COVID shots can

reprogram your immune system to respond in a dysfunctional manner. For example, a study

posted on the preprint server medRxiv, May 6, 2021, found the PAzer/BioNTech COVID jab

“reprograms both adaptive and innate immune responses,” causing immune depletion.

While the jab “induced effective humoral and cellular immunity against several SARS-CoV-2

variants,” the shot “also modulated the production of in:ammatory cytokines by innate immune

cells upon stimulation with both speciAc (SARS-CoV-2) and nonspeciAc (viral, fungal and

bacterial) stimuli.”

People who were “fully vaccinated,” having received two doses of the PAzer shot, also produced

signiAcantly less interferon upon stimulation, which hampers vitally important innate immune

responses.

In other words, we’re looking at a horrible tradeoff. You may get some protection against SARS-

CoV-2 and its variants, but you’re weakening your overall immune function, which opens the door

wide to all sorts of other health problems, from bacterial, fungal and viral infections to cancer and

autoimmunity.

Is it really wise to expose babies and toddlers to such risks? Just because children aren’t dying

within a few weeks of the shot does not mean it’s harmless and therefore safe to use. Most of the

damage from these jabs will emerge far down the road, long after they’ve gotten the shot.

The FDA is really behaving in an irresponsible and negligent manner, putting every child in

America in harm’s way in the longer term — and for no reason at all, since they know very well two

doses won’t work in 2- to 4-year-olds, and they have no idea if three doses will do the trick.

P@zer Data Strengthen Safety Concerns

PAzer’s own trial data,  which are starting to be released in response to a Freedom of Information

Act (FOIA) request to the FDA, also do nothing to assuage safety concerns. Quite the contrary.

Cumulatively, between December 1, 2020, and February 28, 2021 — a period of just 2.5 months —

PAzer received 42,086 injury reports, including 1,223 fatalities.

Compare that to the 1976 swine :u vaccine, which was pulled after 25 deaths. PAzer even

acknowledges the abnormal rate of injuries. They actually had to hire more data entry and case

processing personnel to handle the in:ux of adverse events reports. Still, they insist everything is

hunky-dory and there’s absolutely no problem.

Initially, the FDA wanted 55 years to release all of PAzer’s trial data at a rate of 500 pages per

month. After Anding another trove of related documents, they asked for 75 years. A judge denied

both requests, ordering the agency to release the data at a rate of 55,000 pages per month,

starting March 1, 2022, to Analize the full release in about eight months.

Judging by what we found in the initial 500-page batch released in November 2021, it’s no

wonder the FDA wanted enough time to make sure all culpable parties would be dead and buried

before the full truth of their malfeasance came out. If all goes well, we should have all that

evidence by September 2022.

P@zer Intervenes in FOIA Lawsuit

There’s yet another wrinkle in the FOIA lawsuit against the FDA, though. PAzer is now pushing to

intervene in the case. PAzer says it wants to “help” the FDA with the redaction of the

documentation, claiming it contains trade secrets and proprietary information that need to be

protected and might be inappropriately disclosed if rushed.  January 26, 2022, Reuters

reported:

“P$zer Inc. wants to intervene in a Texas federal lawsuit seeking information from the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration used in licensing the company's COVID-19 vaccine, a

litigation move that plaintiffs who are suing for the data say is premature.

P$zer's lawyers at DLA Piper told U.S. District Judge Mark Pittman on Jan. 21 it wanted a

role in the proceedings to help the FDA avoid ‘inappropriately’ disclosing trade secret and

con$dential commercial information ...

The group of doctors and scientists who sued last year over public access to the FDA's

P$zer licensing records said in a court !ling that the company's bid to jump into the

lawsuit was untimely because the plaintiffs have not challenged any redactions to

requested records.”

The Defender further reported:

“The FDA claimed P$zer is entitled to intervene in the case and the process of redacting

the documents in question, due to the “Trade Secrets Act,” signed into law by President

Obama in 2016, stating:

‘FDA anticipates that coordination with P$zer to obtain the company’s views as to which

portions of the records are subject to Exemption 4, the Trade Secrets Act, 18 U.S.C. §

1905, or other statutory protections will be a necessary component of the agency’s

endeavors to meet the extraordinary exigencies of this case.’

However, according to The Gateway Pundit, the Trade Secrets Act is being misinterpreted

by the FDA and P$zer: ‘[T]he protections provided under that law allow for an owner of a

trade secret to sue in federal court when its trade secrets have been misappropriated and

does not even imply that a company could intervene in a public records request through

the FOIA.’

[Aaron] Siri [of the Siri & Glimstad law $rm] also questioned the FDA’s commitment to

transparency and hinted at a cover-up, stating: ‘The Court is, other than Congress, the

only check on the FDA ...

It is understandable that the FDA does not want independent scientists to review the

documents it relied upon to license P$zer’s vaccine given that it is not as effective as the

FDA originally claimed, does not prevent transmission, does not prevent against certain

emerging variants, can cause serious heart infammation in younger individuals, and has

numerous other undisputed safety issues.’

Siri said the FDA’s ‘potential embarrassment’ over its decision to license the P$zer

vaccine must take a back seat to the transparency demanded by FOIA and ‘the urgent

need and interests of the American people to review that licensure data.’”

‘The Truth About P@zer’

The British “Dispatches” documentary above, “Vaccine Wars: The Truth About PAzer,” reviews a

number of issues relating to PAzer’s handling of the COVID pandemic, including its “war

proAteering” (focusing on proAts during a pandemic) and spreading misleading claims about its

competitors, a whistleblower’s claims of scientiAc misconduct, and questions about PAzer

“playing God” by unilaterally dictating who would get its jab and who wouldn’t, thereby prolonging

the pandemic.

According to the Dispatches report, PAzer’s jab was not only more expensive than its rival

AstraZeneca to begin with, costing the U.K. government £18 per dose compared to £3 for

AstraZeneca, but as a third booster dose rolled out, PAzer raised its price to £22, a decision that

has raised questions about the company’s motives. It seems fairly obvious that it’s all about the

money for them.

PAzer will, of course, disagree with that obvious conclusion. According to professor Sir Andrew

Pollard, who helped develop the PAzer shot, the company’s incentive was never about maximizing

proAts. U.S. Congresswoman Jan Schakowsky, on the other hand, told Dispatches that PAzer

clearly made no effort to rein in their pricing or limit their proAts.

Unprecedented Pro@teering

According to Dispatches, PAzer’s COVID jab has become the most proAtable pharmaceutical

product the world has ever seen. As of the third quarter of 2021, PAzer’s revenues were 130%

above operational costs, with COVID jab revenue for 2021 reaching $36 billion. Revenue from the

jab is predicted to rise to $55 billion in 2022 — equivalent to the gross domestic product (GDP) of

Croatia.

One of the reasons for PAzer’s record-breaking proAts, Dispatches says, is because it has been

prioritizing sales to wealthier Western nations willing and able to pay the higher cost. PAzer has

also refused to license its patented recipe to ensure an adequate supply for poorer nations.

Its gross proAt margin is estimated to be somewhere around 80%, or perhaps a little more. PAzer,

meanwhile, claims its proAt margin for the jab is in the high-20%. PAzer defends its proAteering,

in part, by saying it pays for needed research and development, but let’s remember that taxpayers

paid for all of the research and development that went into this jab in the Arst place.

As explained in the video, the initial development of the PAzer jab was done by BioNTech, which

received millions of euros of public funding from both the German government and the European

Union. Essentially, the public paid for its development and then got :eeced while PAzer makes

out like a bandit.

By the end of 2021, PAzer had manufactured 2 billion doses of the jab. But while the company

claims it’s dedicated to provide “equitable and affordable access,” only 16% had gone to lower-

and middle-income countries, and only 1% to the poorest of nations.

In 2022, PAzer intends to produce 4 billion doses. According to Dispatches, the total cost of

manufacturing is somewhere between 80 cents and $1.40 per dose. The most likely cost is right

around $1.05. PAzer disputes this, saying it “does not re:ect the true costs” of making the jab, as

this cost does not include the cost of scaling up manufacturing efforts, global distribution and

clinical trials.

The U.K., which pays the highest price for PAzer’s jab, had at the end of 2021 paid PAzer an

estimated £2.6 billion (about $3.5 billion) which, based on the cost of production, is thought to be

about £2 billion (around $2.7 billion) more than it should have paid, had the proAt margin been

more reasonable.

P@zer Spread Misinformation About Rivals

According to Dispatches, PAzer is also responsible for spreading misinformation about rival

COVID shots, including the AstraZeneca injection. A Canadian PowerPoint presentation sent to

medical professionals included a slide detailing alleged disadvantages of viral vector DNA

injections (such as the AstraZeneca shot).

The slide states that viral vector DNA injections might cause chromosomal integration and

oncogenesis. In other words, the DNA might become permanently integrated in your genes, and

could cause cancer. There was also a warning against its use in immunocompromised patients.

Curiously enough, when asked, Pollard claims there’s no truth to any of those claims. So, “how did

those claims come to be shown to health professionals across Canada?” Dispatches asks. After

some digging, they discovered the presentation was, in part, funded by PAzer, and that the key

speaker who gave the presentation had received PAzer funding.

More speciAcally, the portion of the presentation that listed disadvantages of viral vector DNA

products was written by a team that included at least one member who had previously worked in

PAzer’s vaccine department.

When asked about the risks associated with vaccine misinformation, Pollard says there are “huge

risks,” as anything that causes people to be hesitant about getting the shot can result in them

risking their lives.

So, seeing how PAzer appears to have undermined a competing COVID jab, aren’t they then guilty

of causing vaccine hesitancy and putting lives at risk? And, seeing how Pollard claims there’s no

truth to any of those warnings, doesn’t that suggest PAzer put people’s lives at risk for no other

reason than to maximize their own proAts? PAzer, of course, denies having had any in:uence over

the creation of the presentation.

Keep in mind, I strongly disagree with Dispatches’ claims that the PAzer shot is a life-saving drug.

I also disagree with Pollard’s claim that vaccine hesitancy is potentially life-threatening. What I’m

pointing out here is the hypocrisy.

While Dispatches valiantly tries to paint PAzer as a global savior, albeit a greedy one, I believe all

COVID jabs are a dangerous scam that are doing far more harm to humanity than good. They’re

literally raking in unprecedented proAts from the suffering and death of untold millions.

Were Corners Cut?

After giving the audience a blanket assurance that the PAzer jab is “clearly safe and effective,”

Dispatches goes on to review whistleblower testimony  from Brooke Jackson, a clinical research

coordinator and former regional director of Ventavia Research Group, a research organization

charged with testing PAzer’s COVID jab at several sites in Texas.

Jackson, who worked on PAzer’s Phase 3 COVID jab trial in the fall of 2020, claims she found

evidence of trial data being falsiAed. She was also shocked to realize that patients in the clinical

trials were unblinded.

Their charts contained information showing whether they got the real shot or a placebo, which is

a serious breach. “In all the time I’ve been doing research, I’ve never seen the type of misconduct

that I saw [at Ventavia],” Jackson says.

She repeatedly informed her superiors about concerns over poor laboratory management, patient

safety and data integrity issues — all of which were ignored. She also tried to get in touch with

the PAzer site liaison, but was never able to speak to him directly. Eventually, she Aled a

complaint with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, and that too was ignored. To top it off, she

was Ared.

In response to Dispatches inquiries, PAzer claims they conducted “a thorough investigation” into

Jackson’s claims, that “actions were taken to correct and remediate” the problems she’d reported,

and that no evidence was found that would “invalidate the data or jeopardize the integrity of the

study.” Ventavia also claims they found Jackson’s accusations to be “unsubstantiated,” and the

FDA insists it has “full conAdence” in PAzer’s data.

Why Are We Experimenting on Children?

Historically, children have been excluded from early human trials, and for good reason. The

possibility of harm is great no matter what the drug, and here we’re talking about a never-before-

used gene transfer technology that hasn’t even been tested on animals.

Worse yet, hundreds of thousands of American adults have experienced very serious and

debilitating side effects. More than 10,300 have died post-jab, as of January 21, 2022, in the U.S.

territories alone.  Why is the FDA risking our children?

As mentioned, we already know children are essentially at zero risk of dying from COVID. They

might test positive. They might develop symptoms, but they get through it just like they get

through the common cold or :u. There’s no reason to jeopardize their long-term health with a

COVID jab. They don’t need it, and therefore ANY risk of the jab, no matter how small, is

unconscionable and unacceptable.

Fortunately, many parents, including many who got the shot themselves, are not willing to gamble

their young ones. By mid-December 2021, just under 20% of children between the ages of 5 and

11 in the U.S. had received their Arst COVID shot, with vaccination rates among urban children

being twice that of those living in rural areas.

However, since then, the injection rate has rapidly dropped off. In Florida, the weekly injection

rate among children 5 to 11 was 55,548 in mid-November 2021, when the EUA for this age group

went into effect. By the last week of January 2022, that weekly rate had dwindled to 10,084.  I

would sincerely hope that as the EUA is extended all the way down to 6-month-olds, parents

simply refuse their children’s participation in this ongoing experiment.
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It is impossible to trust the pharmaceutical giant PAzer that defrauded the government, and consequently the people, huge amounts of

money while doing business. PAzer paid the largest Ane for health care fraud in US history. USA

www.globalresearch.ca/justice-department-announces-largest-health-care..  (01/18/2022) Now PAzer and the FDA know the COVID

vaccine is dangerous, and doesn't make any sense for children, but they're pushing it anyway. Reports submitted to VAERS are

supported by more than 1,022 peer-reviewed medical articles. OPEN LETTER TO WA STATE BOARD OF HEALTH ON COVID19 SHOTS

FOR CHILDREN.

www.globalresearch.ca/open-letter-wa-state-board-health-covid19-shots-..  (01/31/2022) Dr. Robert Malone, shouting out to all parents

a dire warning about injecting their children with gene mutation injections that are likely to have dire short- and long-term health

consequences, and can never be undone. Doctors and scientists are risking everything by warning of the horrors induced by the Covid

vaccine and the laboratory origins of the virus. www.brighteon.com/7606494d-abe6-4cf1-ab59-d2129ceffefc  (01/26/2022) Federal

Judge Mark Pittman of the US District Court for the Northern District of Texas, in an order issued on February 2, said the FDA must

release redacted versions of the documents in question according to a disclosure schedule.

. PAzer is rampaging through a mob of lawyers to control how the FDA publishes safety data on its vaccines. The Arst release of the

PAzer documents shows that the FDA and PAzer knew the vaccine was killing thousands and injuring countless others about a year

ago. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pAzer-fda-lose-bid-delay-release-..  (02/07 /2022)
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BRITISH CHILDREN UP TO 52 TIMES MORE LIKELY TO DIE FOLLOWING A COVID SHOT: GOV’T REPORT

www.lifesitenews.com/news/children-in-britain-up-to-52-times-more-like..  (02/02/2022)  A conAdential PAzer document has

conArmed that the company's Wuhan coronavirus vaccine causes potentiated vaccine-associated disease (VAED). VAED occurs

when a vaccinated person develops a more severe case of the disease after being exposed to the virus that the vaccine is

supposed to defend against. The company's report also includes a section that discusses the potential risk of people developing

vaccine-associated enhanced respiratory disease (VAERD).

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/03/pAzer-admits-covid-vaccine-causes-ade/  (03/02/2022) Sen. Ron Johnson last week asked the U.S.

Department of Defense if it's investigating whistleblower reports of big spikes in illnesses among members of the U.S. military

since its rollout of COVID-19 vaccines, and if the military removed reports of vaccine-induced myocarditis from its o]cial

database. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/ron-johnson-dod-respond-covid-vacc..  (07/02/2022) OVER HALF THE DEATHS

SEEN BY THIS FUNERAL DIRECTOR WERE LIKELY CAUSED BY THE COVID VACCINES

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/over-half-the-deaths-seen-by-this?token=eyJ..  (07.02.2022) ATTORNEY REINER FUELLMICH GAVE

HIS OPENING STATEMENTS TO THE GRAND JURY PROCEEDING BY THE PEOPLE'S COURT OF PUBLIC OPINION.

ussanews.com/watch-attorney-dr-reiner-fuellmich-with-opening-statement..  (07/02/2022)
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Thanks GUI, for bringing good news that the judge order the release of PAzer documents. Not only PAzer is not to be trusted, also

the FDA. See article: FDA Used Critically Flawed Risk-BeneAt Analysis to Justify COVID Vaccines For Children

greatgameindia.com/fda-:awed-analysis-children-vaccines  The hazards of COVID-19 vaccination exceed the advantages for

millions of children. The USA have a sick healthsystem, it is so expensive that you can call it stealing. Now based on fraud, they

go after children with experimental harmful spikes, that don't stop transmission of Covid anyway, That is just criminal. Demand

prosecution, to lock those guys up.
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Gui; there are only two things killing people: the illegal/unconstitutional draconian measures and the nanobot shots!
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Hey gui, what do you think? For all who can tap into news reported around the world about our Canadian neighbors & how the

direct action protest is spreading to multiple countries, many who have had enough of the PAzer/Gates/Fauci FRAUD - does

anyone honestly believe Legacy Media's claim the Truckers are a small fringe group of wild-eyed radical troublemaker, right wing

bible thumpers, ignorant Anti-vaxxers? Does anyone believe our numbers of those who have legitimate concerns about the Jab

are as small as Legacy Media & other authorized authorities claim? If Dr's had been allowed to doctor & early intervention had not

been declared not to exist, a snotty nose for most would have not been a problem.

It is a policy to induce FEAR to Divide & Conquer problem. So, apologies for those who are inconvenienced by the protest, but

inconvenience is about all that is left to get attention. Keep On Trucking.  So even *"PAzer admitted two injections, at one-tenth

the adult dose, failed to produce an adequate immune response in 2- to 4-year-olds. They’re now experimenting to see if three

doses will produce adequate results in this age group."* So if these kinds of 'bugs" pass through children why would a Jab/s have

any noticeable result? As having a 99.995% survival rate 499,999 kids will survive from 500,000 infections.

Question is - how many children the virus passing through with no infections does it take to get the 500,000 getting sick?  With

very short-term protection against SARS-CoV-2 and its variants at best, but your overall immune function gets damaged to then

lead to a cascade of disease, bacterial, fungal & viral infections to cancer & autoimmunity. Shows this is a super toxic direct

deposit with toxicity beyond a leaky gut deposit, already a problem in some people with regular Vax's. The Jab/s a time released

super toxic med induced AIDs - VAIDs. What kind of monster eats its children? It appears it's Predator$, Too Big's, Gates, Fauci

version of a Happy Meal
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Thank you Pete.Smith, great link that rea]rms the genocide of "vaccines" against Covid in children. Hiding documents is proving

to be the usual practice of PAzer and Moderna. A document used by the FDA to approve Moderna's Covid-19 "vaccine" has been

deleted from the internet without explanation. It reportedly included references to an unpublished analysis that found

post-injection rates of cardiac in:ammation to be signiAcantly higher than reported. The document was obtained by The Epoch

Times before it disappeared from the FDA website, and the media group sent questions to the agency about it.

Barbara Loe Fisher, president of the National Vaccine Information Center, a nonproAt that advocates for informed consent, told

The Epoch Times in an email that “the public has the right to review the evidence FDA is using to license new mRNA vaccines as

safe and effective .” www.theepochtimes.com/fda-document-on-moderna-vaccine-approval-removed..  (03/02/2022)
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Yes, Randy, the "vaccines", the masks, the blockades only mean more deaths, illnesses and economic crisis. Three researchers

looking at 24 different studies on the topic found that Wuhan's coronavirus lockdowns did absolutely nothing to stop the spread.

Overall, the study found that closures and gathering limits increased the spread by 0.6 percent and 1.6 percent, respectively.

www.theepochtimes.com/lockdowns-had-little-to-no-public-health-effect-..  (01/31/2022)
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Very well expressed, Just, important aspects of the fraud of this false pandemic. We are in the science of deception that is based

on a world of political regulation and medical tyranny based on trusting experts paid by BigPharma. Government institutions do

not admit any debate and threaten professionals who dare to question government sanctions. The CDC and FDA have

collaborated with the wealthy private sector, philanthropic organizations, and corporations to address public health despite

blatant con:icts of interest. The list of donors of the foundation is proof of the corruption of government institutions Multiple

studies from around the world suggest that vaccines may actually contribute to serious degradation of the immune system.

Although the omicron variant, which accounts for the majority of all COVID cases, causes milder damage than previous strains,

omicron is more infectious, proving that "vaccines" do not achieve herd immunity. Still, vaccine makers are trying to produce

omicron-speciAc vaccines, with PAzer promising to have a ready by March. Recent data suggests that people who received at

least two injections of any of the COVID mRNA vaccines now show signs of severe immune system degradation. Data from

different countries showed that the immune system capacity of their vaccinated populations has been decimated compared to

the unvaccinated population.

Pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole explained how the Wuhan coronavirus vaccines compromise the immune system. The CEO and

medical director of Idaho-based Cole Diagnostics said the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein used in the injections targets receptors on

human cells that identify healthy cells from disease-causing ones. The spike protein, without the presence of the virus body...

can induce the same disease as Covid-19: the same lung disease, the same vascular disease, the same heart disease, the same

brain disease. by-julietbonnay.com/2021/10/dr-ryan-cole-stop-the-insanity-this-is-no-..
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As long as the "vaccines" cause serious damage, studies are promoted to convince people of the false goodness of the

"vaccines". The researchers published the results of a clinical trial involving two survey experiments on manufacturing consent

for COVID vaccines. The Yale-sponsored study, “Persuasive Messages to Increase COVID-19 Vaccine Acceptance Intentions,”

examined how different persuasive messages affected 1) intentions to receive a COVID-19 vaccine, 2) willingness to persuade

friends, and relatives to be vaccinated, 3) fear of those who have not been vaccinated, and 4) social judgment of people who

choose not to be vaccinated.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/manipulation-guilt-shame-vaccine-c..  (04/02/2022) DR. MICHELLE PERRO TO FELLOW

PEDIATRICIANS: ‘RISE UP, TAKE A STANCE’ AGAINST COVID VACCINES FOR KIDS. She said: “In a practice where I work, out of

six practitioners, not one of us has seen an extremely sick kid with COVID. Some children have had fevers and body aches,

although most have super mild symptoms. We have seen asymptomatic children and others having mild :u-like illness — at the

worst.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/michelle-perro-take-stance-covid-v..  (01/19/2022)
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Thank you for the links, Gui. I hope PAzer is exposed to the population for exactly what they are - criminals - and I hope they

attach Gates and Fauci to their trial - of course, Gates will duck out and say, "what do I know, I'm not a doctor or a scientist!" and

then Fauci will duck out and say, "What do I know? I'm just doing what Gates told me to do..." Over 900K dead - have we proven

Fauci is NOT the man for the job? The studies are an embarrassment. Anyone with eyes can see this is a massive failed

experiment.
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Gui, ironically, Omicron most likely provides actual & real herd immunity. You don't see much if any breakthrough infections in

those who actually had measles, chickenpox & such. The Jab/s negatives, as evidence continues to mount up not only loses its

ability to resist Covid, but it also opens us up to dis-ease coming at us from all angles - Acquired Immune Dis-ease. This is sick

even in a Nurture the Sickness System disguised as a Healthcare system.
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Gui- Here's an interesting article on a doctor secretly giving inmates Ivermectin with good success. It's sad that doctors have to

resort to these types of tactics just to try alternatives. If Ivermectin works or not it is only a few days to see results and if not

there is still time to give standard care. www.yahoo.com/news/doctor-gave-ivermectin-inmates-commended-132249817...
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Hi Guillermou, Dr. Bryan Ardis just posted a video on Rumble titled:  HELP PROTECT THE CHILDREN!!! The Dr. Ardis Show

Published February 7, 2022 . In that Rumble video, Dr. Ardis gives directions on how to All out a public comment on the FDA

website to protest against giving mRNA shot to babies and toddlers under 5.  We have to post our comments by February 10th

deadline because FDA will review them at their 2/15/22 meeting.  Please spread the word so we can publicly voice our dissent

and opposition to these mRNA injections for children under 5.

www.regulations.gov/document/FDA-2022-N-0082-0001?utm_source=Backorder..
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What sane person would submit their child to this?
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Unfortunately many parents are subjected to mass training psychosis is a form of brainwashing and mind control by the media

subjected to the deep state. This media imposes a hypnosis on the masses to believe that there is a terrifying "virus" :oating in

the air, and the only way to stop it is by wearing a mask and getting "vaccinated"; Otherwise, you could die a horrible death while

endangering your own family and friends or professional colleagues. Now we have society has been divided into two very

different groups. One group suffers from Stockholm Syndrome, an emotional response in which hostages develop a

psychological bond with their captors. It is based on fear. Millions of Americans may be suffering from Stockholm Syndrome, but

millions of others are experiencing something very different. It's called London Syndrome, a condition in which abductees refuse

to do what their captors ask.
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A hyper vigilant young parent who hasn't been kicked through enough courses in the School of Hard Knocks, who is racked with

anxiety & self-doubt as they struggle to do their best for their kids? Also, because so much is attacked and shut down as

misinformation, expanded, critical information is not even seen. Two years and those with the most power, the most resources,

the most able to bully to have their own way just keep doubling down to promote the same policies that if they worked in the

slightest, the so-called Pandemic would have been ancient history by now. Each and every step towards the Truth is an uphill

climb.
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juststeve, yup - welcome to my whole parenthood. Trying to Agure out what to feed them in a world of artiAcial colors and :avors

- proved to be a constant nightmare for me. Reading labels, staying away from hydrogenated oils, artiAcial colors and :avors,

along with the list of carcinogens they don't seem to mind throwing at our children. I was so happy Trader Joe's and Whole Foods

were near each other - I could spend our whole paycheck on trying to feed my family healthy foods, which never seemed right to

me. Then throw a celiac diagnosis into the mix. I wish we valued our health and especially the health of the young in our country.
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Right back at ya, Lovestosing. A nightmare Anding foods for our child with food allergies, Aghting with the schools who didn't

want the annoyance of restricting the offenders from the diet, teachers not wanting to deal with the child's understandable

resistance, grandparents who insisted oh that's BS, a little bit won't hurt. But it did. Boy did the school change its tune when they

witnessed the positive changes. Also, a nightmare at a time when there was far less toxic junk in the foods, or in our environment

in general. Wasn't all negative though, we started growing our own food and Axing from scratch we then had a kid who loved

brussels sprouts & many other veggies most kids wouldn't even consider looking at.
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I see this again and again in life. Certain entities using fraud to get what they want. These entities, if they were to make money

honestly would be paupers. The only way a parent would submit their child to this is through being defrauded.
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Many people pretend to be awake; but they are not! How many times do I have to repeat myself? NOBODY is sick or dying from covid!

This is the cold and :u season! Stop falling for this global CON; and stop sacriAcing your babies at the altar of Big Pharma! People only

believe that they have "covid", because that's what the fake PCR tests tell the "authorities"; who, in turn, tell the 'patient'. We are getting

dangerously close to losing all of our "Rights and Freedoms"! Did you all miss "Event 201" and all the other red :ags, before and during

this psyops? Those of us over 70, are being told that we are 100 times more at risk of dying from this "Deadly Virus".

Are any of you who are over 70, dead yet? I haven't been sick, even one day, since the beginning of this insanity (I'm getting tired of

repeating myself); and neither have millions of other people who "choose" to live somewhat normally - without the muzzle, without

"distancing" and without scrubbing all the good bacteria off our hands! This has always been a Pandemic of Fear! Yes; there is much

that we need to be afraid/concerned of; but it is NOT some COLD VIRUS! The EVIDENCE does not support this covid fraud in any way!
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The truth, Randy, is that the "vaccines," the masks, the blockades only mean more deaths, illnesses, and economic crisis. Three

researchers looking at 24 different studies on the topic found that Wuhan's coronavirus lockdowns did absolutely nothing to stop

the spread. Led by Steve Hanke, co-founder of the Johns Hopkins Institute for Applied Economics, Global Health, and the Study

of Business Enterprises, the research Arst involved looking at a staggering 18,590 different studies from which the Anal 24 were

selected. Overall, the study found that closures and gathering limits did not reduce mortality and, in fact, increased it by 0.6

percent and 1.6 percent, respectively. www.theepochtimes.com/lockdowns-had-little-to-no-public-health-effect-..  (01/31/2022)
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Randy I share your frustration. However, one or two or ten thousand people trying to change the LANGUAGE, the call signs, the

words of the conversation to better conform to the actual on the ground issues, ain't gonna make it happen.  The compromised

media will dutifully resist any and all changes to the programed narrative. We're gonna focus on "your safest most effective way

to stay healthy during this di]cult time is to get vaccinated and boosted". The little show pony repeats this hourly daily for 2

years and we continue our old tired arguments, "the e]cacy wears off in two weeks, booster shots every 4-6 months for life,

athletes dropping like :ies...."  you, me, we can't change it.
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athletes dropping like :ies...."  you, me, we can't change it.

90% of the comments on this site is regurgitated information presented in various different ways. No doubt about this, we have it

down, "WAKE UP EVERYONE and take the truckers some food and fuel." It's the best reaction from our "side" thus far. But as you

express Randy, it's not covid! Hell no it's not (about) covid! It about being broke! The world is broke.

The two big money stealers/givers Germany, has propped up Europe, and the USA the rest of the world per instructions from

thieving, corrupt central banks, until the owners and stockholders of these steal houses have Anally stolen more than we, the

(tax) payer back people, can pay back--and still eat. Right Randy, it's not a covid, IT'S GRAND LARCENY! COMMING soon digital

currency and a government scoring system which determines every aspect of your ability to access your "happiness". Covid19 is

a shiny object.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui; I always go with logic, (un)common sense and reasoning; and I always think outside the box. The TRUTH stares us right in

the face; and yet most people can't see it. Either there is a "Deadly virus" attacking the global population - or there isn't. The

EVIDENCE shouts to me that there is not. If/when all the "mandates" are lifted, are we all supposed to believe that the "killer

virus" is no longer deadly and merely needs to be "managed" by Big Pharma? I refuse to play their "game"! This insanity was

NEVER about a COLD VIRUS. It's always been about agendas - decades in the planning.

 Wwalkerware; You're right - society is bombarded with the Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion from the mainstream corporate

media 24/7. Sadly; the majority of the population allows their sponge brain to absorb all of it. They live their lives according to

what they see/hear in the media. They're told what to eat and drink, where to shop, what vehicle to buy, what clothes to buy (and

every other product/service), basically, how to live their entire lives...no critical thought required! Brainwashing and conditioning

at its best! As you alluded to; it is all controlled at the top, buy the banksters! We are already being controlled in our daily lives -

but they won't stop until they achieve total control of every person and every resource on the planet! Dr. Mercola: I began a new

paragraph with "Wwalkerware"! Is there any particular reason that you can't Ax these formatting issues? All it does, is to make

these posts more di]cult to read! ...and again! If this keeps up; I'm going to stop posting on this site! This is ridiculous!
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krisjb1
Joined On 10/3/2010 5:05:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I contracted Covid. I am over 70 and survived the virus. Fortunately , despite preexisting conditions I did not need medical

attention and was out of bed in 5 days. So, I don't need to be convinced that Covid exists and cannot be swayed to believe that it

does not. However, I have a total disbelief of the number of people diagnosed and the number of deaths attributed to the virus.

The relationship between positive tests and disease is best described as farcical. Those who run to be tested at the slightest

sni}e are like cows rushing through the gate at the slaughterhouse. They are totally clueless.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Kris; can you provide any proof that you "had covid"?
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfest- Same here. Will be 70 in April and still alive. No colds or :u or Covid NO JAB. The way the fearmongering was

instituted was insane. The way the news reported this from the start was that anyone over 65 with comorbidities and being

obese would die soon. That would be close to 100M people who are in the obesity-high blood pressure-diabetes category. But

the common thread in media was and is -Do not say anything about Vit D/Magnesium/B vitamins/probiotics/etc that can help

build our immune systems up. Nothing! If you notice Big Pharma are huge advertisers on all networks and I'm sure that if the

broadcasters would show alternative treatments that Big Pharma would pull their ads along with the revenue stream. So much

for freedom of speech.
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JohnJohn20
Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Use whatever spiritual techniques that you know to use to Aght this in the spiritual realm.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes John. Being spiritually resilient is a state in which mental, emotional, and psychological well-being coexist, and physical

immunity is also increased. Practices like meditation and positive visualization are known to amplify positive vibes. And when a

person experiences higher frequency vibrations of joy, faith, and optimism, there is a direct and positive impact on the immune

system. Meditation and yoga is a good practice for spiritual resilience

www.arto:iving.org/meditation/meditation-for-you/understanding-fear  www.sciencedirect.com/.../S113052741730035X
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Tenderbud
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you all for being voices of information and reason, close family and support through di]cult times. I've silently read your

comments over this past year and thanked God for not being alone. You are precious. It's been such a tough haul trying to get

family members on board who, like much of the world, desperately wanted... needed... to have hope in science and humanity to

deliver them from death and liberate them back to the life they once knew -- some tangible substitute for a Savior we all had

better get to know intimately.

As a concert musician I've lost pretty much everything toward which my career was poised.As a homeschool mother I've been

dumbfounded by the willful ignorance of educated people. I not too long ago coached a high school Science Olympiad team to

11th place nationwide in experimental design (the competition included every public school, private school and homeschool

team across the country), and those kids and even their middeschool counterparts would never fall for the absurdities that now

pass as "science." All respectful discourse and healthy debate is frightenly replaced with that insidious "gnosco" -- "I KNOW!" --

what the Bible calls pride and presumption, "Babylon PersoniAed." One of the best cardiologists yelled at me recently that the

injection is no different from all the childhood immunizations with which we've grown up and that people like me were

threatening the lives of his kids.

Either he is the most ignorant among the arrogant, being too busy saving lives that he has no time to question the system he

trusts, or else he is terriAed of losing his license and playing the role he's supposed to play... at the expense of what I would

consider tantamount to murder of his patients..., or else he is part of the system.  Jesus taught us to bind and loose on earth

what He has bound and loosed in the heavenly realm. He is the I AM-- Sovereign and Dominion over all. As people are

discovering there is good and evil, there is justice.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tenderbud; yes, millions of lives have already been destroyed by the insane and evil tyranny! The state that this civilization is in

now, is all covered in Revelation.
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Save Our Freedom
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:56:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree. Satan's really on a roll here.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An interesting clip from a Joe Rogan podcast on biblical symbology;

 www.lewrockwell.com/2022/02/no_author/jordan-peterson-teaches-joe-roga..
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

forbiddenhealing, what a great link, expressed & explained better than my stumbling clumsy way, it's what I mean when I express

Turn & Face the Pain. As the narrator expresses in passing, I agree New Science - Quantum Physic, especially - is catching up

with Ancient Wisdom. When the Predator$ throughout the ages have rewritten & then rewritten the rewrote it's all to beneAt the

latest "winner' Predator's regime. The simple & pure truths once known are breaking through the cracks of the walls of darkness.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch  Canadian Freedom Convoy Preemptive SOS Press Conference Feb. 7, 2011.  www.youtube.com/watch  (Vid

above) A Warning To Everyone In The Freedom Convoy | Riot Police Might Be Moving In Tonight  This seems illogical with a promise of

negotiations coming.  But nothing about this is logical. Please pass this on. Thanks!  Reference below for Freedom Convoy negotiations

imminent: www.youtube.com/watch  Freedom Convoy Address to the Nation - Feb. 6, 2022 “State of Emergency Update”

 IrnieracingNews
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Retsbew, yes, the truck drivers are the great front for the Aght against the "vaccine" mandates. On the opposite front,

those who oppose freedom of expression against the mandates of disease and death. The police chief of the Ottawa Police

Service in Canada has threatened to arrest and prosecute any member of his department who provides food, water or other

"logistical" support to Freedom Convoy truckers protesting the crazy COVID vaccine mandate. -19 of the country. "There is no

provision of food, water, fuel, logistics or funding by any member of this police service or any other police service that I am aware

of," Chief Peter Sloly announced. citizenfreepress.com/breaking/ottawa-police-chief-threatens-to-prosecu..  (04/02/2022)..

‘PURE THEFT’ — GOFUNDME WITHHOLDS $9 MILLION DONATED TO TRUCKERS PROTESTING VACCINE MANDATES.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/kim-iversen-gofundme-withholds-9-m..  (02/07/2022)  On the same front in the struggle

against the mandates: 16 STATES FILE NEW LAWSUIT CHALLENGING VACCINE MANDATES FOR U.S. HEALTHCARE WORKERS.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/states-challenge-vaccine-mandates-..  (02/07/2022)
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui; when the entities that we (the taxpayers) are paying to "serve" and "protect" us, become the criminals (I would so so far as to

call them terrorists!); what recourse do we have? I knew, years ago, that the DHS was allowed to operate in Canada! How long

before they begin using all those hollowpoint bullets that they bought up? www.youtube.com/watch
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep on Trucking is going Global!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just for you and everyone today: The "Terrorists" Come out at Night in Ottawa - www.bitchute.com/.../1vYRSFBMSvgh  - this

looks like it may become a weekend thing in Ottawa. See more details on the Jaxen Report in the Highwire show from last

Thursday.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I actually had someone tell me that not one child should have to die from covid and therefor the vaccination should be given. When I

said, "Then one child should not have to die from the vax either. Not just one child, one anybody should not have to die from the vax."

That's when I learned "no one" has died from the vax. Mic drop. There's nothing more I could say to that level of stupid. By the way, the

CDC says half the number of people reported on VAERS have actually died from the shot (they lowered it from 12,000 to 6,000.) I

wonder how they Agured that magic number? Sure doesn't match up with what insurance companies are reporting, or what funeral

homes are reporting eh?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey, lovestosing, right now, 900,000 are being reported as dying of Covid, yet if those who died of Covid were counted as

opposed to those who either died with Covid present or marked as Covid as a $$$ making prop for a hospital are taken into

account, those who may have actually died of Covid drops dramatically. If those who have actually died from Jab/s were reported

most indicators suggest they far exceed anything the Covid is said to have done, especially if we're only counting legitimate

Covid deaths. All this is to say nothing about how with early intervention how many legitimate Covid deaths could have been

prevented. Also, if proper measures, ones we have followed forever had been taken the Virus would have burned itself out far

earlier and we'd would have seen an Omicron earlier and this whole mess would have been a nothing burger.

Instead, we have forced economic ruin & a population scared out of their minds for the whims of a few Predator$. The very worst,

how is pushing children to get a Jab/s at most "saving" one child from Covid yet damaging many other children & most likely

outright killing others now with a damaged immune system with something else, possibly Including the Child "saved" from Covid,

remotely be the right thing to be do?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You're so right Steve - I was just reading truth11.com/2022/02/08/the-hidden-vaccine-massacre-14-day-delay-labels..  and

thinking about how they want to push those high numbers to the public, and to get there, they have to offer hospitals money

(counting on the fact greed would take over, and it did)... so either Fauci is the world's greatest failure losing 900K Americans - or

Fauci is the world's leading failure because of the corrupt practices he's put in place... either way - he's the one who failed

Americans and killed Americans with Remdesivir (including our friend - a 45 year old father of Ave).  The sloppiness of this

experiment should shut down the NIH until they can get their acts together in accordance with public demands. And then Fauci

needs to lose all money gained from this elaborate experiment of getting rich quick off the backs of human beings.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A new report claims that COVID-19 vaccines are causing far more harm and far more deaths than previously known, and could

eventually be responsible for "hundreds of thousands more deaths." “The number of Americans who have suffered serious side

effects or died after receiving the mRNA injection billed as a 'vaccine' is skyrocketing,” Amy Mek of the RAIR Foundation reported

last week. According to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) and the US Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC), there have been just over 20,000 deaths after injections.

However, Columbia University researchers report that the actual number of people who have died due to receiving one of the

experimental injections is signiAcantly higher than the o]cial Agures. Columbia's underreporting factor estimates that 20 times

that number, or about 400,000 deaths, is much more accurate.

rairfoundation.com/warning-vaccine-is-worse-than-we-feared-could-be-lo..  (07/01/2022)
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, because of the seemingly time released nature of the Jab/s the disastrous nature of the jab/s get a no look see, a free pass.

&The manipulated & shut down of proper procedure studies hidden behind a supposed dire need to go full speed ahead has

allowed PAzer, Fauci & friends the smoke & mirrors to argue the 40% increase in deaths reported by Life Insurance companies,

the reality of the lack of proper studies proving safety do not matter for Jab/s - studies only matter for proven safe med's like

Ivermectin used off label matter. As it gets harder to hide complete information, as the growing numbers of the public not just

here but around the world smell a rat and continue to take direct action, it should become impossible not to chase down what the

real numbers are, who is negatively impacted. Better yet who is responsible, who should face repercussion.
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cbartcast
Joined On 9/27/2014 5:42:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ultimate goal is getting this vaccine placed on the childhood vaccine schedule, thereby giving them permanent liability protection.

The evil is unconscionable.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is what Fauci vowed for the unsuccessful shot. He wants it on the childhood vaccination schedule. Even though there's no

proof it works at all - and it def doesn't work like a vaccination. I can't even imagine what he's thinking.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@cbartcast: Totally agree. Unspeakable evil protected by the no-liability clause. Robert F Kennedy Jr would love to get them into

court: twitter.com/.../1475930299674636288
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not just the vaxx, many hospitals are still using Remdesivir plus vents to kill numerous patients. Fauci is beyond hope. No one

can be so stupid, but apparently many US hospitals are being run by MBAs or bean counters; cannot see human suffering and

damage being created by govt kickbacks. Entire "health care by shot/drug/overdose" system needs to be brought to its knees,

just like Trudeau in Ottawa.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very true, the multi-vaccination program is a goal to be met. Dr. Mercolo commented on it in a report. It is about harming the

health of children and we have references to that criminal planning: DIGITAL SURVEILLANCE — THE REAL MOTIVE BEHIND PUSH

TO VACCINATE KIDS “The real purpose behind the historic, unprecedented push to vaccinate the very young, even against

diseases like COVID that do not pose a threat to them, is to fold the current generation of children into the blossoming global

digital identity system.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/digital-surveillance-motive-behind..  (12/15/2021)
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right, paper shu}ing legal maneuvering pretzel, forked tongue games to protect the Big Pharma & the Predator$ Falsey actually

represents. If anyone who sees what this is all about doesn't see Emergency Use Authorization was most likely planned out years

ago to be not only a shield for vaccines but whatever other dark, ungodly demon potions they are playing with yet to be

discovered. The Functioned Gained through Gain of Function is Power & Control.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 7:16:09 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

rooby9
Joined On 11/26/2010 1:32:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Just because children aren’t dying within a few weeks of the shot does not mean it’s harmless and therefore safe to use." Not true.

Some children are dying immediately post-jab. And VAERS is scrubbing cases. This 2 year old would have been in PAzer's trials for this

age group.  vaersanalysis.info/2021/12/04/cdc-scrubs-death-record-of-a-2-year-old-..  "Patient began bleeding out the mouth, eyes,

nose and ears within 6 hours of shot. Died that night."  How many more?? This is genocide. This is evil.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 4:17:59 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The greatest EVIL!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 4:57:37 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How many distraught parents didn't even think to report it to VAERS? In talking to family here - they think VSAFE is the only

reporting machine.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 7:28:34 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rooby9 Vaccines, even in the past, have had delayed reactions, so this would come as no surprise.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 8:03:50 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s ignorant to live in a world where a corrupt corporation can petition the peoples government to then force medical procedures on

their children for proAt. Wth is wrong with people. These institutions need to be taken down.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 7:41:50 AM
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Violelise
Joined On 1/14/2022 9:27:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Walking through the museum in the CIA building for a work tour, they had dioramas of different weapons and battles. They showed

microwave weapons in the 1950s being used to kill enemies with Agures and summary of the weapons - in the 1950s! it gets worse and

worse and that particular technology has been around over 70 years. This paper is from 2011 - it goes into vietnam and also how

dissidents/activists, potential dissidents/activists and others are targeted to be used as guinea pigs. They used to lock many people in

institutions and prisons to do most of the experiments. after the 1970s due to the advances in the emf weapons they dont need all the

people locked up.

www.pactsntl.org/.../Monarch__The_New_Phoenix_Program.pdf  I believe this is a spiritual battle and we need to pray. People are

deceived by satan and think they are "getting away" with this because the consummation of history has not happened yet by the most

high. Other people are brainwashed and programmed by television and movies and music. It is scary how different agencies have put

their illuminati symbols openly and other messages subliminally as well. The 2012 Olympic London ceremonies was particularly

horrifying. One way satan uses to mock is the idea "I still believe people are good at heart" -without needing the most high savior.

For we know in part, and we prophesy in part. 10 But when that which is perfect is come, then that which is in part shall be done away.

11 When I was a child, I spoke as a child, I understood as a child, I thought as a child: but when I became a man, I put away childish

things. 12 For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know in part; but then shall I know even as also I am

known. The most high Yashua or Jesus loves you and is waiting for you to follow the clues to his great love for you and his unfailing

grace and truth. He sees your hearts and loves you.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 6:40:24 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How can Legacy Media keep from rolling their eyes reporting PAzer wanted 75 years, 55 years to release data when Operation Warp

Speed cranked out their Jonestown Kool-Aid Jab//s in a fraction of that time?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 6:09:06 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everything indicates that PAzer has full conAdence in the complicity of the FDA in order not to bring to light the serious damage

caused by "vaccines". Luckily, it is losing the battle against the truth. PAzer, FDA Lose Bid to Further Delay Release of COVID

Vaccine Safety Data. A federal judge last week rejected a bid by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and PAzer to delay the

court-ordered release of nearly 400,000 pages of documents pertaining to the approval of PAzer’s COVID vaccine.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pAzer-fda-lose-bid-delay-release-..  (02/07/2022)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 7:52:59 AM
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

COVID Vaccines for children: safe, ineffective, proAtable. "Safe" because we've made the dose so small it's not effective. Ineffective

means we need more doses - more proAts.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 5:14:15 AM
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For crying out loud get the vocabulary right. It is NOT PAzer the guilty patry. Try CEO Albert Bourla of Phifer.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 4:38:19 AM
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, all of PAzer.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 4:51:26 AM
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a test for humanity. Per usual most are failing the test. Animals learn better than us from disasters.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 8:47:38 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

......"So, seeing how PAzer appears to have undermined a competing COVID jab, aren’t they then guilty of causing vaccine hesitancy and

putting lives at risk? ".......... The answer there is actually NO! Vaccine hesitancy has saved more lives than has killed. Vaccine hesitancy

has prevented millions of vaccine injuries from these mRNA jabs. Hopefully, the more lies that are uncovered, the more people that will

become hesitant.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 8:46:37 AM
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m so angry when I read articles like this that I can’t even And the appropriate words anymore to express my anger

thevaccinereaction.org/2022/02/unvaccinated-americans-are-removed-from..
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Former Blackrock executive said we're on the verge of Anancial collapse. Could that be a motive for massive population reduction?

Also, why are they so eager to inject babies and toddlers with a jab that they know confers zero beneAt? Could it be they are looking at

another avenue of massive population reduction via the infertility pathway? In Klaus Schwaub's utopian view, he wants to downsize and

control a world with approximately 500,000 cyborgs. So the objectives seem to be eliminating the useless eaters, severely reduce

newborns via infertility, mold humans into internet controlled cyborgs.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 8:42:43 AM
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One size Ats all is NOT science. This is all about $$$ and control, its so sad

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 8:37:30 AM
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dre9542
Joined On 7/11/2020 11:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is a crime.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 8:33:24 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Feb 8th 2022 and not ONE person held to account after 2 years yet all is exposed

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 8:15:36 AM
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"More than 10,300 have died post-jab, as of January 21, 2022..." Get facts right or at least read a few of our messages from time to

time. Over 22000 jab deaths in VAERS yet I see 9 or 10 thousand deaths attributed to the jab published here from time to time. Please

dont lose cred...we need you!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 8:12:45 AM
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is in response to yesterday's main article about the MSM attacking Dr. Mercola and all truth: Leftist Use Mass Censorship Because

They Don't Have The Guts to Engage in Fair Debate by Brandon Smith

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/02/brandon-smith/leftists-use-mass-censorship..
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most of my family members make me sick. They are double and triple vaccinated and surprise, surprise they are the ones who are

getting sick because they are generally unhealthy and the "so called vaccine" has made them even more unhealthy.  The prevailing

attitude is that those over 50 have lived most of their lives and their only concern is for their children and yet they are sacriAcing the

health of their previously healthy children to these monster shots because of their own cowardice and stupidity.  They seem to think it is

okay to exclude healthy unvaccinated individuals like me from earning a livelihood who never get sick or have any type of symptoms.

On the other hand, they seem to think it is okay for them to travel internationally during a pandemic and stand in line for hours with ill

strangers in a mall for free rapid test kits when they are supposedly terriAed of becoming infected and transmitting the virus to the

eldest members of their family.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 8:03:03 AM
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Maldonado is pretty frightening. She looks like she went to the same doctor for facial reconstruction as Michael Jackson. What a

visual mess, she is, along with her lies. Thank goodness fo rDr Malone and his hard work, along with others to make available the truth

about this monstrous mess, taking place. Monsters come in a variety of kinds and the world is loaded with them.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 8:02:01 AM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

She gives me the creeps. She’s scary looking

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 8:41:21 AM
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tallulah3 She sure is and the sad thing is she was very pretty beforehand.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Bryan Ardis just posted a video on Rumble titled:  HELP PROTECT THE CHILDREN!!! The Dr. Ardis Show Published February 7, 2022

 He gives directions on how to All out a public comment on the FDA website to protest against giving mRNA shot to babies and toddlers

under 5. We have to post our comments by February 10th deadline because FDA will review them at their 2/15/22 meeting.  Please

spread the word so we can publicly voice our dissent and opposition to these mRNA injections for children under 5.

 www.regulations.gov/document/FDA-2022-N-0082-0001?utm_source=Backorder..
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A little late to be talking about it, unfortunately it is mostly talk. A grudgingly nod Vid D may have a role. Notice Vit D, no mention of D3,

or K2, or proper mineral balance.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Professor Yaakov Jerris of the Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center - Ichilov Hospital, the country's second largest hospital, said

that 70 to 80 per cent of the severe cases they are currently seeing are among vaccinated people. One of the researchers, Dr

Amiel Dror, said: "We found it remarkable and surprising to see the difference in the chances of becoming seriously ill when you

are deAcient in vitamin D compared to when you are not." According to Dr. Dror, vitamin D's ability to strengthen the immune

system allows it to tackle viral pathogens that attack the respiratory system with an effect that is as relevant to omicron as it was

to previous variants. www.wnd.com/.../israel-80-serious-covid-cases-vaccinated  (03/02/2022)
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What does the mRNA vaguezeenz contain, that children/minors don't already have naturally?  Besides a host of unregulated Toxins.

Oh....and those won't be disclosed for 55 more years. It's the adults that have total responsibility to "Protect" all children. Not the other

way around!  ps FJB
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This will bring out the pitchforks
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

children of the brainwashed will pay a high price. I don't intend to put my efforts into helping them after they're damaged. Stupid and

brainwashed seem like preventable diseases, but of course nobody believed me when I said that most people are stupid and

brainwashed. And I've always known that they are.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola writes: "You may get some (vaccine) protection against SARS-CoV-2 and its variants, but you’re weakening your overall

immune function, which opens the door wide to all sorts of other health problems, from bacterial, fungal and viral infections to cancer

and autoimmunity."  This is exactly what is happening in Israel right now with most people vaccinated four times and many suffering

from immune system erosion. And ironically today the treacherous Big Pharma pimp Chris Whitty otherwise known as the UK Chief

Medical O]cer has written to National Health Service staff urging them to get vaccinated. Many are resisting. Hopefully, they will see

this from Israel: twitter.com/.../1489446839409463296  And there's overwhelming evidence that all kinds of other health problems are

emerging due to this Mengele-like agenda: Here's a two minute sequence linking many of the main points:

twitter.com/.../1488233832214114310

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 6:25:52 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you NW, your assessments are very true. Vaccinated people now make up the majority of Wuhan coronavirus cases and

deaths in New South Wales. The latest Australian state COVID surveillance report showed a record rise in cases since omicron

arrived late last year, with the majority of cases overwhelmingly linked to those vaccinated.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/vaccinated-people-are-majority-of-covid-case..  (02/02/2’22) Child deaths have risen in the UK

since it began vaccinating adolescents aged 12 and over against COVID-19, The news is particularly discouraging considering

that healthy children and adolescents are at such low risk of becoming ill with coronavirus.

the UK O]ce for National Statistics shows that the number of deaths between week 38 and week 41 of 2021 among children

aged 10 to 14 was 62% higher than the Ave-year average for the number of deaths in this age. group during the same period. In

addition, the increase in deaths began when children began receiving the experimental "vaccine".

rairfoundation.com/great-britain-excess-mortality-among-children-after..  The mainstream media and government, are ignoring

this carnage, or blaming "covid", but it's obvious to anyone who doesn't have Stockholm syndrome that these big pharma poisons

are killing the nation's youth and , Anally, to the youth of the world as well.

The most recent data from VAERS shows a massive increase in serious health conditions among the 15-24 year old

demographic, which is the most recent demographic now getting injected. www.skirsch.com/.../VCage.pdf

 www.skirsch.com/.../VRBPAC-10-26-21.pdf  www.theburningplatform.com/2021/09/20/the-vaccines-kill-many-more-peop..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/8/2022 6:55:59 AM
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krisjb1
Joined On 10/3/2010 5:05:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Darwin Awards are coming to the parents who have already subjected themselves. That they have forced their children requires

penalties that have yet to be named.
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These assholes can (and will) approve whatever they want, but it is up to parents to say no. If the parent is that damn stupid to say yes, I

don't want to hear any boo hooing when their kid dies. I feel sorry for the kid but not the idiot parents.
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Some of the parents are kids themselves. Since times immemorial the old have exploited the young. “Humans” abominate the

laws of nature all the time. In nature a mother does the best for her offspring and Aghts to the death to save them. “Humans” are

the opposite, they want their children to serve them instead of vice versa. Have you seen a lion catering to his elderly parents?

Most adult “humans” are degenerates. They discard the young and serve the old. They destroy quality and give to the garbage. I

believe the underlying cause of this to be “brainwashing and stupidity” as one of the commenters astutely observed. I used to

always secretly hope that humans would transform and change and earn their existence on this earth. Unfortunately, I was

always disappointed. Krishnamurti taught for 70 years and never saw a human :ower. It is sad, but the silver lining is that even if

there are a lot of deaths nothing has been lost as their lives were meaningless anyway.
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The jabs are intended to sterilize kids and cause medical harm. Then there is a pill for that symptom that eventually bankrupts families.

Great business model. Total destruction.
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PAzer is Reincarnated I.G. Farben, the nazi chemical company that produced deadly gas Zyclon-B for use in Nazi Death Camp, Auscwitz

and other concentration camps to exterminate Jews, Gypsies and others. I.G. Farben was in partnership with John D. Rockefeller and

Standard Oil of New Jersey(and of course with Washington) in a company called Standard I.G. Farben. So, PAzer is no different in

producing deadly chemical concoctions. PAzer is in same partnerships with those who are pulling strings of control over many

governments around the world, but mostly in U.S.A., to control people's lives.
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dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/07/vernon-coleman-its-time-to-be-terriAed/  Dr. Vernon Coleman: "It's time to be terriAed..."  Benzo's in the

water to keep us quiet... Thanks to Agent Bazooka for this ;)
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Also a prominent vaccine scientist named Geert Vanden Bossche, who has worked with numerous corporations and vaccine

organizations, including GAVI, is sounding the alarm about the mass vaccination of populations around the world with covid-19

vaccines. “I am EXTREMELY concerned about the impact current COVID-19 vaccines will have as they are increasingly deployed

in mass vaccination campaigns conducted in the heat of a pandemic. Bossche a]rms that the multiple emerging viral variants,

"much more infectious", are already examples of "immunological escape" from our "innate immunity".

Mass vaccinations of large populations during a pandemic result in a phenomenon known as "immune escape," meaning that the

virus develops variants that are immune to available vaccines. This adaptation of the virus by natural selection results in an even

more dangerous spectrum of virus strains escaping host bodies and reintroducing themselves into the wild, now more

dangerous than the original pathogen the vaccines were designed to stop.

mcusercontent.com/92561d6dedb66a43fe9a6548f/Ales/ee29efbe-ffaf-4289-8..  Dr. Vernon Coleman also joins the global

warning for humanity, and in this critical video, Dr. Coleman reveals how the covid-19 vaccine could "wipe out the human race."

www.brighteon.com/0df28628-3b9b-42a3-a4c9-5bec480e8335  https://vernoncoleman.com/
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I want nothing to do with their "Magic Potion"!
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I seem to remember reading that if the injections were incorporated into the childhood regime, then PAzer would be better indemniAed

once the jabs were given full FDA approval.
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